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Abstract. The year 2018 was the moment of increasing awareness of artificial 
intelligence (AI) in every imaginable domain. This article examines the ques-
tion have AI technologies and their related hype already affects interaction de-
sign practice in the Western industry. It looks at the potential impact in tools, 
processes and products of interaction design. It highlights three potentially sig-
nificant themes which stand out of the hype: 1) AI utilization as a technology 
push 2) generative AI, and 3) the ethics of AI. Each theme is analyzed to derive 
the claim that for now, AI has little specific impact on interaction design. On a 
closer observation, generative AI is one the themes that promises the biggest 
change in the longer run but is simultaneously an elusive hope, which may nev-
er lead to anything but AI-augmented creativity support tools, some of which 
already exist. The article describes the AI hype is partially positive, partially 
problematic for the advancement of design goals. The hype contributes posi-
tively by helping to surface healthy ethical debates that give more credence to 
designers’ long-term attempts to be user-centered and ethical. This ethical dis-
cussion tends to neglect the fact that the ethical burden bestowed upon algo-
rithms is not a new one but was going on long before the big data fuzz. It is evi-
dently now more critical than ever. This articles’ intention is to inform the aca-
demic researchers working on human-computer interaction and interaction de-
sign about the need to continue developing human-centered AI for both general 
audiences and specifically for interaction designers. There are already promis-
ing examples of HCI research that show potential to affect design practice. 
Common to all is that they do not attempt to roll out a full generative AI solu-
tion but rather support human designers in iterative and somewhat well-
constrained tasks. Overall it seems that by 2020, interaction designers will be 
increasingly working on technology that involves AI elements, but those ele-
ments itself will not yet be core of how their work is carried out. Awareness of 
the ethical challenges and technical affordances related to AI technology and its 
utilization will become more important than the integration of AI into the inter-
action design process in the short term. By the end of 2020’s, we maybe yet 
looking into a very different reality from now. 
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1 Background 

The year 2018 was the moment of increasing awareness of artificial intelligence. One 
clear sign of that is found from Gartner’s hype cycle [1]. Hype cycle is a tool that 
describes the lifecycle of technology phenomena from inception to deployment. In the 
past two years, tens of technological ideas related to artificial intelligence (called AI 
tech from now on) have quickly moved from expectation level towards production. 
These include machine learning, deep learning, autonomous vehicles, cognitive com-
puting, natural language questions answering, and a few others. As the present gen-
eration of AI technology is quickly maturing towards commercial use, it feels war-
ranted to ask does this already or in the immediate future show at large in professional 
interaction design practice? 

 
Fig. 1. Spot 10 directly AI related terms on Gartner’s hype cycle. © Gartner, Inc. [1]  

2 Expectations and Observations in Early 2019 

As we want to examine the impact of AI tech on interaction design practice, we can 
lean on existing research on design practices [2] and set three questions that guide the 
exploration. These are: What you design, how you design, and why you design?  

2.1 The subject of design work 

Observations concerning the subject of design, i.e. what you design, show little 
change. With few exceptions, AI tech is incorporated into existing products as new 
“AI features.” The bulk of work goes around conventional systems and processes 
turning digital and “smart” with AI. As AI features are plugged into an existing tech-
nology stack, some changes will be visible and some invisible on the user interface. 
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Designers need to adjust to the new technology choices, but can’t affect them funda-
mentally as the adoption is technology driven. The biggest changes in design will be a 
result of new modalities such as voice interaction being incorporated into products. 

At present the answer to the question of changing subject of design seems to be 
“not really.” AI tech has hardly removed any particular domain of applications from 
the field and there are no AI product designers compete with UX designers’ jobs. 

2.2 Design methods  

Second question is that does AI tech change how design-related tasks are carried out? 
A radical change in working practices could result from application of generative 
design. Algorithmic or generative design refers to a development in which AI tech is 
utilized to generate “creative” content traditionally considered to be a hallmark of 
human creativity. This can be music, imagery, text, or user interfaces (see, .e.g. [3-5]). 

On would first think that generative design implies a design-specific disruption, but 
that is not the only source of impact. Design practice is affected by all multi-purpose 
digital tools that come available, such as digital photo auto-tagging.  

As of now, algorithmic design development has not yet brought into fruition any 
tool that could replace human designers. Tools that professional designers use daily, 
such as Sketch, Adobe XD, InVision, Axure and so forth have mostly developed to-
wards management of complexity and collaboration, not AI. Sketch for one includes 
powerful automation, but that is nothing you could label AI tech.  

There are specific and narrow tasks, such as advertising banner design [6, 7] in 
which generative approaches already provide a competitive advantage for machine. 
Robot journalists also do reporting on sports [8], but this is largely outside interaction 
designer’s home turf, being content creation within a well-structured design space.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Screenshot of Google Slides in Feb 2019 (vertical image has been split into two hori-
zontal parts for layout reasons). This service has been one of first commercial services to de-

ploy assistive, generative design functions for users, later followed by Microsoft Office. Their 
current usefulness is debatable, but their subtle integration subtle is suggests a support tool. 

But design methods and tools change even without a strong, all-encompassing AI. 
With “narrow” AI [9] and in cooperative creativity, tedious and slow operations for a 
human will be handled by a machine, as well to a degree tasks of exploring the design 
space. This is the most promising development at the moment [10, 11]. It predicts a 
change in both what and how design practice operates: certain design tasks fall out of 
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designer’s table as they find better algorithmic solutions inside intelligent tools. But it 
will still take time to discover them and currently designers are still mostly automat-
ing research with the tools of data-driven design [12]. The current development is 
gradual and results in what could be called intelligent/smart creativity support tools 
which by themselves don’t design, but will improve as their own design matures [13].  

2.3 Reasons for design 

A third, fundamental question regarding design practice is that will new technology 
somehow affect why we design and the ultimate motivations of the profession? Given 
the polarized treatment of AI in media, it seems warranted to ask if a new wave of 
ethical awareness is possibly arising among designers. 

As we have learned from the recent past, ethical or societal issues generated by 
new technology are difficult to predict. For example, we are now observing that stead-
ily increasing smartphone use, social media use, or mobile gaming can be akin to 
addictive substance abuse causing social, health, and economic issues. Several books 
have been published in just a few years to highlight these troubles. This is where we 
have ended up as an outcome of mostly continuous improvements to technology. 
Thus we should expect that the threat of AI should motivate the designers to further 
defend the humans, or particularly under-privileged users at risk, from being mistreat-
ed by biased AI algorithms or by any inherently non-user centered technology. 

In preparation to deal with the emerging questions around AI, a public debate on 
AI ethics is emerging [14]. The discussion is once more neither specific nor driven by 
designers, but designers should also pay attention and also contribute actively to. 
Companies around the world are just figuring out how to demonstrate their social 
responsibility in this domain and should also lend an ear to what designers think. 

3 Conclusion: Designer be aware 

To wrap up these themes I make three claims of the current industry position on AI 
and design: AI technology is being implemented primarily through a technology push. 
Generative tools do not play a significant role in interaction design practice at the 
moment and they do not threaten the profession. Designers are curious about AI eth-
ics and generative design, but don’t see urgency to act upon in it. 

The fact that designer profession is being most affected by AI tech features inte-
grated into general purpose software does not mean that designers can just ignore 
what goes in the tech world. The quickly developing technology capabilities force 
designers to re-asses what can and what should be left to AI decision making. I 
strongly encourage designers to take an active role in choosing which AI tech to im-
plement and utilize, or whether this technical feature takes place as all the other ones 
via technology push. I perceive that academic researchers working on HCI and inter-
action design maintain great opportunities and a need to discover ways how AI can be 
made an effective companion in professional interaction design practice. Acceptance 
can be good if ideas are compatible with existing processes and tools. 
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